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Get Social By Group Exercising 

 
Group exercise was arguably where the modern exercise industry began with 
people engaging in ‘keep fit’ classes to music in community centres and halls 
around the country during the 1970’s. 
 
While the offerings now in the group exercise space are more diverse, and 
available in gyms as well as community facilities, the idea of combining exercise 
with social interaction remains the same. With offerings including high intensity 
interval classes (HIIT), strength, dance and mind-body classes, it’s not one size 
fits all. 
 
The social benefits of group exercise are one of its main attractions. Having a 
group of like-minded people around you inspires, encourages and motivates. 
There are also benefits with accountability, knowing that there are others being 
challenged like you helps keep you moving.  
 
Many exercise facilities offer a range of classes big and small. Professionally run 
classes are also popping up in community settings and small studios, so 
regardless of where you are, in a big city or small community, you will be able to 
find classes that suit you. 
 
The group exercise class format is great for those new to exercising as it allows 
you to follow the instructor and participate without having to have an in-depth 
knowledge of exercise. For those worried about being on ‘display’, far from being 
watched by others, you’ll find yourself being surrounded by a group of likeminded 
people who are enjoying themselves and are supportive of your journey. 
 
There is a financial benefit as well. Exercising in a group means you get the 
support of an exercise professional at a lower cost due to being part of a group 
exercising together.  
 
 
 



Group exercise classes are not just limited to being land-based with aqua classes 
maintaining popularity, especially with more senior and less able exercisers. In 
chest deep water your body can weigh up to 70% less than it does on land, so it’s 
less effort on the body to be in the water. However, once you start moving, the 
water adds extra resistance to work against. There are also significant flexibility 
benefits from working in water. With weight and joints supported, many people 
find they can get a greater range of movement in the water. The extra support the 
water provides also allows exercises to improve stability and balance that could 
not be completed on land. 
 
So, if you are looking for an activity fix with some company then group exercise 
ticks the boxes. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Contact details for further information about the exercise industry: 
 
NZ Register of Exercise Professionals, Registrar Stephen Gacsal  
Email: stephen@reps.org.nz telephone: 0800 55 44 99  website:  www.reps.org.nz  
 
NZ Register of Exercise Professionals (REPs) -  Independent not for profit quality mark of 
exercise professionals and facilities. Using REPs Registered Exercise Professionals is the 
“warrant of fitness check” that exercise professionals and facilities meet New Zealand and 
internationally benchmarked standards to deliver safe exercise advice and instruction. REPs is 
affiliated globally to other national exercise professional registers representing over 210,000 
exercise professionals through the International Confederation of Registers for Exercise 
Professionals (ICREPs) - www.icreps.org 
 
Exercise Association of New Zealand,  Chief Executive Richard Beddie   
Email: richard@exercisenz.org.nz, telephone: 0800 66 88 11  website: 
http://www.exercisenz.org.nz 
 
Exercise Association of New Zealand - Not for profit exercise industry representative 
organisation. Its mission is to proactively support a sustainable exercise and fitness industry in 
New Zealand by growing participation in structured exercise through advocacy, information and 
industry standards. 
 
 
 
 
 

 


